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" His work says much for the progress of poetry in the Dominion.
The pieces fall into two divisions, Sonnets and Lyrical pieces, al! charac-

terized by a rich sensuousness of fancy akin to that of Keats. . . . Bal-

lads, half narrative, half meditation,—in these the author seems deliber-

ately to eschew the RorKeousness of the others, and to study a nnisical

siniplicitj' like that of the ' May Queen.' He is no less successful in the
one manner than in the other. The poems display substantial imaginative
powers."

—

Scotsman, Edinburgh, Scotland.

"Averse of plea.sant flavor, old-fashioned and classical, now and
again. ... It has been noted recently that the physical features of the
Dominion of Canada have given strength to the voices of her children who
sing ; here it is to be noted that the lovely evanescence of the northern
spring has given delicacy as well."

—

The Cfiap-Book, Chicago.

" One cannot read his productions without feeling that the author is

a man of refinement, with a well-developed spiritual nature, and an
extraordinary sense of the beautiful and the majestic in nature."

—

Cana-
dian Magazine.

" The times have not furnished a better poet of feeling."

—

Bachelor

of Arts Magazine, New York.

"A spontaneously lyrical facility."— Poet-Lore Quarterly, Boston,
Mass.

" His verse is simple and musical, and contains some graceful
imagery."

—

New York Sun.
" Here is a bit of genuine inspiration in 'The Vale of P'stabelle.' In

its simple but harmonious movement, its sorrow for the death of children,

and the sincerely intimate touch, this poem almost vieb with Words-
worth's 'Lucy.'"

—

Tranmrijyt, Boston, Mass.

"' Apollo Oramus ' is a spirited mythological ode, in lively tripping
measure. . . . The interpretation of Eastern luxury in the ' ^.loorish

Captive ' is a fine picture. A pleasant volume altogether —spirited, feel-

ing, ornate. ... A classic writer, one who unites grace and elegance
with the gift of learning."

—

Home Journal, New York City.

"In his sonnets we think him at his best; those on 'Summer,'
'Autumn' and 'Reclaimed' are charming, especially the last."

—

Literary
World, Boston, Mass.

'
' Some true idyls of rural life,—not such as charm the ear merely,

as a painter's brush, laden and guided by genius, can charm the eye, but
quick with pathos." -JI/o7i(reai Gazette.

"His ' Estabelle and Other Verse ' is a noteworthy production. It is

remarkable how close to the heart of nature these young Canadian poets
contrive to keep. They have the faculty of observation—minute, accu-
rate, and at the same time sympathetic—in a degree quite extraordinary
even to-day, and almost unknown in English poetry before Tennyson
opened our eyes. Mr. Thomson's poems are nearly all '.yrics of nature,
and many of them strika a note of pure and singular beauty."

—

The Dial
Chicago.
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